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Hello SMLPSA Membership,
I am sitting here today and writing this issue of our Newsletter with a grave sense of urgency.
As we all know, tomorrow may very well be the most important day in our lifetimes – to save
our Republic from total and unabashed Tyranny and lawlessness. What we have seen in the
past eight years has never had precedence like this before, unless we were talking about
Civilian Organized Crime. The Politicians of our Nations, have in effect become a Mafia in
their own right, and have taken over EVERY aspect of our lives, for their own personal
enrichment.
We are forced to pay a tax, for a bogus health care scheme we don’t want. We must pay
taxes and fees to use our infrastructures system, that they waste on pet projects and crony
Capitalism, while allowing our infrastructure to deteriorate beyond repair. We must ask
permission to improve our own land and structures and pay ridiculous fees, or be fined if we
get caught not complying with the vast draconian rules and regulations. We must pay
income taxes and FICA fully knowing the elite and connected do not, and, that they will
squander and waste those funds and tell us at retirement there is no money left. We must
watch them banter and conduct dog and pony shows, through endless investigations of
corruption that only lead to nul pros or charges dropped. We see these Politicians break
Federal Laws at the most grievous level and lie to our faces, while knowing they will never
prosecuted. We see bribery, corruption, blackmail, forgery, complicity and all levels of crime
between our Government and the Media. We have a President who went on TV this
weekend and TOLD Illegal Aliens to vote in this election, and DON’T worry about being
prosecuted in direct violation of Federal Law.
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How lawless have we become? We are definitely a Banana Republic now where the
everyday American Citizen must comply like the Serfdoms of the era of Kings, or be banished
or killed for failure to comply. One of the most dangerous aspects of this present condition, is
that a Branch of Government, The Supreme Court, has become an extension of the
Executive Branch, and therefore rubber stamps their agendas. We see no unbiased respect
for the Constitution nor their willingness to uphold it. Furthermore, we risk the bench
becoming a full Liberal seating, that will affect our Children and Grandchildren for decades
to come. Our most important basic rights afforded to us by the Constitution and the
Amendments are nothing more than flexible words on paper which can be manipulated to
suit ones taste. I find it beyond appalling that WE have allowed our Country to denigrate to
this extent. We have a Presidential Candidate whose policies are designed and supported
by nefarious wealthy players like George Soros who wants to see the destruction of
Democracy in this Country, and hates America for what it stands for at all levels. That same
Candidate has avoided prosecution for Treasonous acts that others who committed one
one-hundredth of the same crime have gone to jail for. We now stand a chance to make
history by NOT electing the first female President, but by electing a female who is the most
corrupt individual this Country may have ever witnessed. All of our Rights under the
Amendments are severely at risk should she win tomorrow. I guarantee you the Second
Amendment will be abolished if she wins. More importantly, our Nation will become part of a
huge scheme known as Agenda 21 which promotes borderless Countries, allowing free reign
for Criminals. Terrorists, Drug Trafficking, Human Trafficking, Money Laundering, and every
aspect of nefarious acts our borders were designed to protect us from. Our National Debt will
reach a point of no return within a year and we will implode financially. Our monetary system
will collapse, our dollar will be worthless and chaos will ensue along with rioting and
bloodshed on the streets. We will be looking at the largest Civil disobedience within months
of her Inauguration, this Country has ever seen. It is possible a Civil War could break out and
many innocent lives will be lost. Why? Because an Armed Revolution against a Tyrannical
Government may be our only resolve to save our Country. History always repeats itself, and
the greatest Nations on Earth have all self-destructed. We are just 24 hours away from
allowing that to happen. Think LONG AND HARD about your vote tomorrow and for God
and our Country, do the right thing!
Lastly please NOTE in the Events section I am calling an Annual SMLPSA Meeting on 11/30/16
at 7Pm at the Range.
Peter A. Fisette
President SMLPSA
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Upcoming Events
NRA Basic Pistol Safety and CCW Class.
Non Scheduled for November.
Men’s and Woman’s Shooting League for March:
November 7th & 21st. Bring a Friend!
Annual Club Meeting
Wednesday, November 30th, 2016 at 7Pm at the Range. We need at least 20 members to
attend.

Club Firearms and Accessories Still Available to Members
Colt AR15-22 M4A2 Target Rifle. The Colt M4 Carbine is a spot on .22
LR replica of the current carbine version of the M-16 machine gun
issued to U.S. military. It features a carbine length barrel, collapsible
stock and removable carry handle. As with the original, the upper
and lower receiver is made of high quality aluminum. The Colt M4
Carbine Semi-Automatic Rifle in .22 L.R. is manufactured exclusively
by Walther under license from Colt. It is the only genuine Colt tactical
rimfire replica available in the world. $345 out the door and ONLY (2)
left at this price.
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H&K 416 Pistol 22LR chambering. The HK 416 Pistol is configured on the
416 receiver, but with a handgun-length barrel and short quad
forend. The 416 Pistol does not have a buttstock. The HK 416 Semiautomatic Pistol in .22 L.R. is manufactured exclusively by Walther
under license from HK. It is the only genuine HK tactical rimfire replica
available in the world. $345 out the door. (1) left at this price!

Truck/Car Go Bag by Sig Sauer. These
bags are designed to hang on the back of a folding front seat in a
truck or car, and can hold a 16” shotgun, rifle or up to 3 handguns.
Great for quick access and self defense. $22.50 out the door and only
(3) left at this price!
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Mossberg 802 Plinkster Training Rifle for Young Girls.
Caliber .22 LR
Capacit
11
y
Barrel
18"
Length
Sight Adjustable Rifle Sights
Twist 1:16
LOP
Fixed
Type
LOP
14.25"
Barrel
Blued
Finish
Stock
Synthetic Pink
Finish
Weight 4
Length 37"
Retail Price $236 on Sale for $179.95 Out the Door. Only (1) at this
price.
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